BOOK ACTIVITIES

FOR CHILDREN BORN IN 2019

» Read the title on the cover of the book. Name and point to each picture.
» Read the book to your child and describe what you see on each page.

LET’S SING TOGETHER

5 Little Giraffes Jumping on the Bed!
5 little giraffes jumping on the bed.
1 fell off and bumped his head. Momma called the doctor and the doctor said, “No more giraffes jumping on the bed!”

4 little giraffes jumping on the bed.
1 fell off and bumped his head. Momma called the doctor and the doctor said, “No more giraffes jumping on the bed!”

2 little giraffes jumping on the bed.
1 fell off and bumped his head. Momma called the doctor and the doctor said, “No more giraffes jumping on the bed!”

1 little giraffe jumping on the bed.
1 fell off and bumped his head. Momma called the doctor and the doctor said, “No more giraffes jumping on the bed!”

All five giraffes fell fast asleep with a big knot on their heads.

LET’S SNACK TOGETHER

Snack time: Parents can help their child/children make their own edible brother giraffes.

Food needed: banana, apple, carrots, marshmallow, and chocolate.

LET’S CRAFT TOGETHER

Handprinted Giraffe

Materials needed: Hand, yellow & brown paint, and a brown or black marker, paper, and paint brush (optional).

Parents can assist children with rubbing their hand in the yellow paint. Children will then press hand on the paper. Children can then use index finger in brown paint to add spots on the giraffe. Children will use maker to draw mouth, eyes, hair on back, feet, and tail.